A model to predict the propagation path loss III the method of finite differences is described and the results through the urban foliated semi-confined environment are presented in the section V. using parabolic equations (PE) 
propagation in 150 to the paraxial direction. The model Leontovich and Fock applying in propagation of radio waves consists of an array of rectangles (representing the buildings) ad an array of ecyglnders (representing the [3] . Due The model presented in this article is based on the last one using the scheme of finite difference of Crank-Nicolson to Being used the defined pseudo-differential operator for solve the parabolic equation [2] . Our purpose is to calculate the field received in a semi-confined environment. The I Z propagation is considered in 15°in the direction paraxial. It is Q = 1 e + n2 (x,z) = ± Zl +1Z (5) used the complex refractive ndex here, wth values2 and by factoring we obtain, in (8), we obtain: a{ j ( Q)f a +jk(+Q)=0 (6) E, (-2+b±a1 )±E,1-) EJ-,
Using the expansion of Taylor of first order in the square root of the exponential operator in (6) that represents the for j=,., N-1. the solution of (11) it is not found explicitly, progressive propagation of the wave, we obtain the parabolic however it is found implicitly, because it is necessary to invert equation pattern [5] .
the matrix to obtain E and for the extension x,m. This implicit scheme is of the type Crank -Nicolson [5] .
02 E(x,z) OE (X, z)227 This process receives the discrete action name [2] .
In this article the implicit scheme of finite differences of Crank-Nicolson [2] was used, which allows the modeling of the arbitrary outlines. Using the finite, central approach of differences, of the derived of first and second order, in the extension of the street and in the height of the buildings, respectively, and being substituted in (7) it is obtained: Distance(mnj Fig. 3 PArtial view of the semi-confined environment Fig. 4 Distance (m) where EO is the field in the reference distance (do), E the Distance(m)
show a good agreement. The adopted methodology allows the Moraes -Serzedelo with their respective properties electric.
The Table II shows the exponent of propagation loss using parabolic equation and by measurements. The results observed
